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1941 Spartan heroes

SJSU
hiring
more
diverse
By Faye Wells
Daily staff writer
SJSU is hiring more racial and ethnic minorities
and more women to faculty and research positions,
according to a Fall 1991 report issued by the Office
of Educational Planning and Resources.
"The composition of newly hired faculty has
changed radically with respect to previous years,"
F.PR director Maynard Robinson said. "It’s being
brought about by intentional efforts on the part of
the university to diversify the faculty."
The university employs a mixture ch tenuretrack faculty, who are expected to achieve tenure
after six years, and part- and full-time teachers, the
report stated.
Of 49 newly hired professors in 1985-86, none
were black or American Indian and three were
Hispanic and one was Asian. New faculty were 45
percent white and eight percent minority, while 28
percent of entering freshmen students said they
were non-white, according to EPR data.
Things have changed.
Of 78 new tenure-track appointments in 199192, six were black, one was American Indian, nine
Hispanic and 16 Asian, meaning that racial and
ethnic minorities constituted 41 percent of incoming faculty.
The university has hired more women faculty
who were 51 percent of new tenure-track appoint
nients in 1991-92.
Robinson noted that American Indian represei
tation was low.
"We are not producing American Indian Ph.1),
in the same proportion as we are Asian and white.
he said.
Although many want to live in California, offers
have been refused.
"Over the last five years the university ha,
searched for 641 new tenure-track faculty members
to ensure that there will be an adequate number oi
tenured faculty members in the future," the report
stated. "Unfortunately, only 67 percent of thc
searcher resulted in the appointment of a new,
tenure-track faculty member."
The reasons include living expenses, espesTills
housing, according to Selma Burkom, asso\ sad’
dean for Faculty Affairs.
"We hear a series of things living expcuses.
housing and food primarily," she said. "Salaries or
assistant and associate professors are insufficient to
pay for housing."
Some candidates cite the teaching load and the
tenure requirements. They worry that they cannot
meet the research requirements, she said.
"But it’s the cost of buying a house," she said.
"Young people in other professions cannot buy a
house at the second job in their profession. The
expectation that you will be able to own your own
house may be part of the mythology of the 21st
century," Burkom said.
"You come here for other advantages," she
added.
The students are interesting and you can see the
changing demography of America, she said.
This coast and the East Coast to a lesser degree
are not going to be what they were in the past," sh,.
said.

1941 SJSU football
players recall severity,
pain of Pearl Harbor
by time Ihnuinet
son 55111,5
.
Fifty years ago, sui Nos. 27, the SJSU Spanan football
Matson liner Lurline to Honolulu to do battle w ith the I Mversity it flaw at It
Williamette University. Instead, they were plumyst into an int:mammal crises that
changed history and their lives forever.
The 31 Spartans were scheduled to play Ilass all Oil !lei. I ;tii Wt
I
on Dec. 16, txt instead they may hmc
I imersity
isnIkThiled in 11’
road
Ii p ever.
On Saturday

in Spartan Stadium, 18 players from the SpaitiliS* 1941 Wain wore
honored in a half-time ceremony that marked the 50th anniversary of the fat, .1 trip
they took half a century ago. They were "hum wary captains" for the game
Hawaii Saturday and also had a tailgate party in their honor.
The bombing of Pearl Ilarkir 1St IAT. 7, 1941 impacted these .11 inert ii
i
IL’. m:
that they never imagined itt ii
ss. III kr/1 s

Diasbled Services
lacking, student says
More access desired
to computer labs
By Crisis’ E. Hardie
Maly staff WIWI
Randy Tame/ thinks SJSU
Disabled Student Services isn’t
doing enough.
Tamez, a SJSU sophomore
who is visually -impaired, is trying
to get more access to the computer
labs on campus for disabled students.
"There are 40 computer labs
on campus, none of which are
equipped for the visually
impaired," Tame/ said. "My student fees pay for the use of equipment that I’m unable to use."
Mune/ said he has been labeled
a malcontent, but feels it’s important to try to make changes where
they are needed.
Ile has been active on the
Disability Advisory Commission
lor San Jose and is a member of

Glisis.man Daily chief photogrephcr
bombing of Pearl I larbor, Brown enlist...if in the Air Force and served
for five years. Ile lives in Santa Cruz and is a Willi -retired food broker.

John Brown, a former left tackle of the 1941 SJSU football team,
cheers on the Spartans during a final drive Saturday. Following the
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the SJSU Cray, lesbian mist
Bisexual Alliance. Ile was a tire!)
bet of the Disabled Stuslcuis
Association until two weeks ago.
"They’re not very political," he
said. Their main thing is barbecues."
Tame/ net with Minim
Schutter, director of DSS, on 1,, \
6 to disxmrss the limited availability
of the High Tech (’enter, which
houses a few adapted compile!.
that are used lot training.
Schutter said his conclusion
from their meeting was that
Tamez’s expectations are unrea
Amiable in light of the Clirrent hil
get situation.
"les a question of accepting
the number ol resources you have
and being Ilexitile," Schutter said
"We spent close to sr,s,000 nIH
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San Carlos Street trial closure
set for January to May 1992
Its John Vieira
hid, sort smri,
Atter a debate that Listed tot more
than a decade, the permanent closure
of San Carlos Street is a step closer to

San Carlos will he closed between
Fourth and 10th streets from Jan. 6
and May 31, according to a report
released trom a Parking and Trail Sc
, 114’ University
Ills’
11.1 finished measurh
ing the impact that a trial closure will
have sin San Carlos between Fourth
and 10th and are ready to put their
meths:mins to the test, according to
S President Niorle launder.
-V-cording to the recommended
coal ,Iosure plan. there will be no
’,arising allowed on San Carlos. The
,omer sit Seventh and San Carlos still

he kept open to allow access to the
Fvent
and Me traffic signal at

mat
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ill present its

I I I ,11., Hi a public heat
mg .ii is. \
Auditorium at
711.111 on I
koliltiig io amide,. the city will
also hold a public hearing in March
and May to euage the sUCCeSS of the

ellOrt. The reason for these hearings is
to have public feedback before, during
and after the closure, Launder said.
But the feedback is not expected to
he all good.
"It will ruin business,"said
Rosemary Flores. who sells snacks
from her hint dog stand, Deals on
Holster Wheels, along San Carlos.
Karen Kurtz a semior mitt wing in
psychology. said that closing the street
will increase student safety but she
wouldn’t want Flores’s hot dog stand
to leave.
"I think it will be great lor myself
but it will be an inconvernenee to anyone who drives through San Carlos,"
said grad student
Michele
McCullotigh, who said she usually
must jaywalk across the SUM to get to
classes, instead of walking to a crosswalk and waiting for a light.
NlvCullough’s habits mirror many
students’. yy hi is Ii has been a safety
ions CrIl tor the university. The university has s ;led its main reasons tor supporting the the closure as student safety
kciaed SJSU President Gail
Fullerton said in her final speedi to the
university in September that her longtime crusade to close the street was
fueled hy her vision or a unified campus undivideil hy a major thivoughfare.
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EDITORIAL
Questions abound after
A.S. pulls funds from IRA
Bad decision shows
evidence ofpower
grab, poor planning
6, 1991 is the
day SJSU’s
Nov.
culture died.
That was when
the Associated
Students voted to pull its
share of funding from the
Instructionally Related
Activities Fund. So what
does that mean?
The programs that aren’t totally state
funded like the Spartan Daily, KSJS, the
Marching Band, theatre arts, TV
programs, forensic and other clubs
depend on money from the IRA fund to
stay respectable.
Because of the budget crisis that the
state is having, these programs are being
cut back
if not cut altogether. But that
isn’t the reason that the A.S. decision
stinks.
It smells because of the way it was
done. No notice was given to any of the
groups that would be involved.
Even the IRA committee wasn’t
contacted. The A.S. agenda that fateful
day only said "budget stipulations."
It smells because the A.S. has no
plans for their new-found cash other than
a "travel service." We don’t need a travel
service. We need a cool band, a top-notch

WRITER’S
FORUM

radio station and an award-winning
student newspaper to keep us all
informed when people make a stupid
decision like the AS. made.
As of Nov. 6, A.S. decided that it
would rather send those groups off with a
travel service instead of support the
groups that will make coming to school
here a little better than sitting in a
crowded classroom with 1950s
technology.
It smells because A.S. isn’t doing
anything for students this semester. They
have started no new programs that are
meeting students’ needs. They have no
plans for the hundreds of thousands of
dollars of new money that they had to
spend before they plundered the IRA
fund.
We aren’t sure yet if the decision is
legal or reasonable. It might be. If the
A.S. could demonstrate that it needed the
money to improve student life, it
probably would be. But the A.S. needed
to let people know what it was doing and
why. They have done neither.
The A.S. probably can’t satisfactorily
explain it because it was a grab for the
only power the A.S. has more money.
If the decision is a correct one, and we
don’t believe it is, the A.S. should open
public forums and let the students know
what the money will go toward. Then, if
it still finds that the IRA money is
needed in places other than IRA-funded
student groups, phase it out over a period
of four years so that the groups involved
have a chance to find other sources of
funds.
There are just too many questions for
the decision to stand.
Like why?

Pete Boren

Make annual road tests
mandatory for elderly
Elderly drivers. It’s a touchy
subject that many people are
afraid to discuss, but I’m willing
to take the chance.
Most old people are bad drivers.
There I said it. I’m referring to seniors
that are in that mid -70s and beyond
bracket.
Don’t get me wrong. Many of these
drivers were quite capable of effectively
steering an automobile when they were
younger, but age has caught up with
them.
The problem is that all the other
drivers on the road have caught up with
them too, and passed them. Many of
them drive 45 miles per hour on the
freeway. Some drive in two lanes
simultaneously. The list goes on.
The solution to this dilemma is
simple. People age 75 and over should
take their driver’s exam every year. Since
die driving skills of these individuals will
decrease each year, they should be tested
accordingly.
I’m sure that those at the Department
of Motor Vehicles would not support my
suggestion. They already have endless
lines of people to deal with and this
would make matters even worse. But it
would surely be worth it. Imagine the
number of accidents that could be
avoided.
I have nothing against older people; I
realize I’ll be one of them years from
now. But when I get to that age, I hope I
won’t be driving an automobile when I
have no business doing so. I’ve heard too
many frightening accounts of elderly
drivers on the roadways.
I was recently told the story of an
older lady that backed into a bagger at a
supermarket. The lady didn’t look as she
went into reverse and knocked the young

The lady didn’t look
as she went into
reverse and knocked
the young man down
man down. He wasn’t injured, but
certainly could have been.
When the women got out of her car,
she walked by the bagger without a word
and entered the supermarket. Maybe she
didn’t even realize what she had done.
My great-grandfather was still driving
at the age of 88 years old. He shouldn’t
have; he had cataracts, but wanted to
have his independence. The family urged
him not to drive. They said they would
take him places, but he resisted for the
most part. Luckily, he never got into an
accident and killed himself or others.
The scariest part about this is that my
great-grandfather had passed his drivers
license test that year. This is was in
Colorado, mind you, and the DMV
seems rather lenient there.
The day he went to take the driving
exam, it was raining. So the kind-hearted,
yet ignorant, examiner allowed him to
pass without the road test. He said that
the weather warranted it. Maybe he was
just afraid to get in an automobile driven
by a poor-sighted man pushing 90.
If such elderly drivers were given
annual driving exams, which include
road teas rain or shine, the streets would
be a safer a place. I know I would feel a
whole lot better.
Pete Borello is a Daily staff writer.
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SLACK
Rob Neill

Taxing common citizen’s Ho-Hos,
but leaving out upper-class caviar
n a move that will probably please
Twinkic fans around the state, an
Assemblyman proposed a
proposition for the 1992 November
ballot that would repeal the recently
passed snack tax.
Dick Floyd, D-Carson, proposed the
measure this week along with the
Califomia Grocers Association. The
measure would put the question to the
voters of whether or not to get rid of the
extra pennies Gov. Pete Wilson’s
numbers-crunchers added on to the price
of junk food last summer in their valiant
attempt to balance the state budget.
The tax was used as a powerful
metaphor in criticizing Wilson’s new
taxes/reduced spending policies that
nearly balanced the budget. More
powerful almost, than the weeping, selfrighteous, state employees that picketed
the Capitol almost daily protesting a host
of Wilson proposals, ranging from hiring
freezes to wholesale firings.
That there are problems with the tax is
unarguable. The decision to tax the
common citizen’s Ho-Hos while more
upscale treats were left out caviar was
an oft-cited example was evidence that
Wilson has a better grasp of balancing a
fiscal nightmare than representing most of
the citizenry.
But a constitutional amendment to
abolish the tax is an example of the shortsighted state policies we love to pass that

One would think
that Californians
would learn by now
that their quick-fix
methods of populist
financing only work
well short term
ultimately leave our government
institutions with empty pockets and our
population viciously pointing fingers at
each other.
Not just the institutions that we run
around complaining need to he cut (the
bloated bureaucracy, the unresponsive
agencies, lazy state workers), but perks we
take for granted like roads, police and
even state-sponsored higher education.
One would think that Californians
would learn by now that their quick-fix
methods of populist financing(primarily
Propositions 13 and 98) only work well
short term. But the rigorous formulas they
provide X amount of money is drawn
from this source and goes into the X
account and doesn’t change ever hurt
the state as our needs and economy
change. Repealing the snack tax, and

Rob Neill’s column appears every
Monday.

Have an opinion? Write us
The Spartan Daily provides a daily Forum page. Contributions to
the page arc encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others who
are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum page must be turned in to the
Letters to the Editor box in the Spartan Daily newsroom, WLN 104,
during office hours. Submissions may also be mailed to the Forum
Editor, the Spartan Daily, department of mass communications, San
Jose State University, San lose, CA 95192-0149. Articles and letters
must contain the author’s name, phone number, address, class standing and major (if a student).
Contributions must be typed or submitted on 3.5" Macintosh compatible disc (Microsoft Word). Submissions become property of
the Spartan Daily and will be edited for grammar, libel, spelling and
length.
Categories available to non-Daily staffers are:

Campus voice: 3(X)-500 word essays on current campus, political
or personal issues. Submissions should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words responding to Spartan
Daily articles, or calling attention to a particular issue or point of
view.
Other articles which appear on this page include:
Reporters/Editors forum: Opinion pieces written by Spartan
Daily staff writers/editors which do not necessarily represent the
views of the Spartan Daily, the department of mass communications
or S.ISU. Reporters arc prohibited from writing opinions oa issues
they cover for news sections.
Editorials: Unsigned opinion pieces which appear in the upperleft corner of the forum page that are the majority opinion of an editorial board comprised of Spartan Daily editors.
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shutting it off forever as a source of
money for services we use daily, is in the
same mold.
A more workable and fair system
would not be getting rid of the tax, but
reducing it and expanding it to include
those luxury food items that were left out
in the first place.
Floyd is a favorite of mine. His crass
manner around the Capitol, his tendency
to use what my grandmother would shyly
call "off-color metaphors" during floor
debate in the Assembly, made me like him
when I was a young reporter covering the
Capitol. His antics, such as asking
Californians to send money to cover a new
car for the Governor last summer, showed
a populist’s sense for cynicism about
government that is endearing. His three time sponsorship, and eventual ramming
through of the mandatory helmet law
shows he knows how to fight the good
fight.
But this is not the good fight. Not when
our counties teeter on economic collapse
and public education cowers in the corner
of the capitol with a "will work for
enough money to get the job done" sign
around its neck. Reducing the tax, maybe.
Expanding it, definitely. But abolishing
another source of paying for a lifestyle
most of us think as necessary, no.
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S.A.F’.E.R.: Recycle SJSUCome
’learn how to help, 3 p.m., Tower Lawn,
,call 924-5467.
:ART DEPT.: Student gallery art shows
through Nov. 21,9 a.m.: reception
Nov. 19,6 p.m., Art Dept.; Mathias
Van Hesemans’ M.A. show thmaigh
Nov. 22.6 p.m., ART Gallery 2:
’reception Nov.I9, call 415.493-6429 or
924-4330. "Out of Context" Design
faculty show, 11 a.m., Monday through
’Thursday, 6 p.m. Tuesdays only,
.through Dec. 12, ART Gallery One,
all 924-4328 or 924-4330.
!HEATER ARTS DEPT.: Lecture:

MESOM79

Marge C’hampiort, with video clips,
7:30 p.m., University Theater. call 924
4555; "Mass Appeal." at 12:30 p.m..
Studio Theater HMI 103, free of
charge. call 924-4530.
MATH & CS CLUB: Lectures by
Professor J. Smith and Ron Chen, 3
p.m., MH 324, call 924-5133.
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA:
Sorority meeting at 6 p.m. in BC 209.
call 923-2283.
GOLDEN KEY NAT’L HONOR
SOCIETY: Food drive this week, 8
a.m. in front of S.U., call 268-1579.

MARKETING CLUB: Pina
social/general meeting at 3 p.m. in the
S.U. Almaden Room, call 243-3497.
GOLDEN KEY NAT’L HONOR
SOCIETY: Food drive this week, 8
a.m, in front of S.U., call 268-1579.
Officer elections at 6 p.m. in S.U.
Guadalupe Room, call 287-2735.
ART DEPT.: Student gallery art shows
through Nov. 21,9 a.m.: reception
Nov. 19, 6 p.m., Art Dept.; Mathias
Van tlesemans’ M.A. show through
Nov. 22, 6 p.m., ART Gallery 2:
reception Nov.19, call 415-493-6429 or
924 4330 -Ow of Context- I )esir /I

faculty show, 11 a.m., Monday through
Thursday, 6 p.m. Tuesdays only,
through Dec. 12, ART Gallery One,
call 924-4328 or 924-4330. Lecture
series: Photographer Sono Osata at 5
p.m. in ART 133. call 9244328.
THEATER Awrs DEPT.: "Mass
Appeal," at 4 p.m., Studio Theater,
Will 103, free of charge, call 9244510.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES:
Informational table for the Great
American Smokolut tort Nov. 21), 11
a.m., S.U. Student Health services, Joe
Wed Hall .aid f, Lilly dining roorn, call
\11,1 s

1110511 .\ (
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HEROES
From Front Page
According to players who were on
the ’41 team, head coach Ben
Winkleman har!zdoubts about whether
the team sbauld travel to Hawaii
because threat of war in the Pacific.
"Our coach didn’t want to go to
Hawaii because he thought the situation in the Pacific was perilous," player
Ben Robinson said Tuesday.
Robinson was only 19 when the
team left for Hawaii and said he was
"too young," to appreciate the severity
of the situation at ti’’ time.
"I had no thought of it at all
because I wasn’t really concerned with
the world situation at that time. I was a
pretty naive kid. I didn’t have any feeling of anticipation of anything bad
happening," Robinson said.
Many of the players stayed on in
lawaii and worked with the Honolulu
Police Department as sentries and
guards throughout the city. They
donned shotguns and military police
.ands as they patrolled the city during
, blackout times.
’
The players who didn’t stay in
, Hawaii to help out came lxick on the
S.S. Coolidge. the first liner back to
San Francisco, and returned home on
inistmas morning. They helped out
ith the wounded sailors and nurses
.0 the trip back. Robinson said.
i<obinson was one of the players that
&paned Hawaii on the S.S Coolidge.
"We didn’t have any police experi(lice at all," Robinson said. "We didn’t
know what we were doing. We were
nist trying to be helpful."
K.11 Stanger, another player on the
’ II squad, was one of the players who
(xl in Hawaii to assist the police
dipartment for three years before
’ienuning to the United States and
enlisting in the Navy.
"There was a lot of hysteria. It was
3 very tenuous time," Stanger said. lie
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legally demand fees for a non-certified
group, though it wouldn’t oppose a
certification bid to the state Labor
Relations Commission.
The group is skeptical.
"The membership is convinced the
administration is trying to break this
union," said Emily Isaacs, a GEO
leader.
The group was formed last year as
an affiliate of the United Auto
Workers and for the past 10 months
have been negotiating a two-year contract with the school. Talks broke
down last week, largely over the issue
of mandatory union dues, both sides
say
Chancellor Richard O’Brien says
legal constraints create "absolutely
zero flexibility" for the university
administration on the issue.
Administrators say capitulating
would risk a flood of lawsuits front
angry graduate employees.
"If we started simply docking the
pay of graduate students who don’t
wish to join the GEO, that would be a
serious infringement on those people’s
rights," said Susan Pearson, an associate chancellor acting as the school’s
chief negotiator.
Administrators buttress their argument by pointing to a 1979 ruling by
545X

the state Labor Relations Commission
rejecting certification for an earlier
group of University of Massachusetts
graduates.
The panel found collective bargaining inappropriate for graduate students, said Maria Walsh, the body’s
current chairwoman. The ruling gives
priority to the academic over the
employment role of students, she said.
Walsh also said that ruling, while
"influential," wouldn’t bar another certification try by students.
Separating a graduate student’s
work as scholar and as university
employee can be difficult. Teaching
and research are often tied to a student’s studies and teaching assistants,
better known as TAs, benefit from
tuition and fee waivers.
"Even though they are working, the
teaching they are doing is part of a

offered to install another Loinpuiet liii
him. We’ve offered more services than
are available to most students."
Schutter said the mission of the
High Tech Center is to train disabled
students to mainstream, because in the
real w.orld they won’t always be
lmimodated.

’

worked as a radio dispatcher as well as
worked various police beats in the city.
The police department asked all players who were over 21 to stay and help
because of their age and starkness of
the situation at that time.
Stringer’s stint in Hawaii included
many strenuous events, including
delivering a baby during a blackout.
"I didn’t know anything about
delivering babies, I barely even took
sex education," he recalled with a
smile.
Players on the ’41 team included
Bill Donnelly, Ed Wenberg, Eugene
Kasparovitch, Jack Galvin, Bob
Hamill, Gray McConnell, John
Brown, Walt Myer, Ken Stanger, Don
Allen, Hans Weidenhoffcr, Ken Bailey,
Charles Cook, Wilbur Wool, Aubrey
Minter, Bert Robinson, Bill Rhyne,
George Foote, Paul Tognetti, Jack
Lccari, Frank Minnini, Fred Lindsey,
Allen Hardisty, Chet Carsten and Vern
Cartwright.
On Saturday, members of the SJSU
football team that travelled to Hawaii
that historic day in November recalled
their time in Hawaii and their part in
World War IL They finally got their
chance to participate in their game
against Hawaii only this Milt’ a:
spectators watching the Spaitia, tic
the Rainbows in Spartan mm1111111

Tamer is trying to change that, too.
He has spoken with Mayor Susan
Hammer and Councilman David
Pzindori about the need for sidewalk
repairs in the neighborhoods surrounding SJSU.
In particular, Tamer pointed out
that Fourth, Seventh and 10th stnxis
between San Fernando and Santa
Clara streets are badly cracked and
unev,11 ts ith dips and peaks over the
entire lengths of the sidewalks.
Tamer has tried to get the city to
repair the broken sidewalks which can
be hazardous for visually-impaired or
wheel -chair disabled pedestrians.
However, the city is unable to take
action without specific street addresses
where the problems occur.
is legally blind, he
Because ’I
asked I.:1111.1 \t. 1.4s from the Lion’s
to walk
Blind (,Ht, I H S;in

CLUB: Club meeting and guest
speaker at 5 p.m. in the S.U. Costanoar,
Room. Call 867-0841.
AACF: Thanksgiving potluck dinner,
at 7 p.m in the S.U. Costanoan Room,
call 295-5360 or 286-6427. Large
group meeting at 7 p.m. in S.U.
Costannan Room, call 295-5360.
PRF:LAW ASSOC.: Meeting with
speaker Dr. Ken Saiter. Subject: 8
classes that prepare you for law school
at 5:45 p.m. in S.U. Almaden Room.
Call 438-7586.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY: Seminar
.’n Final M.S. Seminar by Joel
Swanson at 430p.m. in DH 250, call

Cadets fighting to save
Chico State
CTORs’ytisrevinU
program

developmental role, rather than an
employment," said James Begin, a
professor of industrial relations at
Rutgers University in New Brunswick,
NJ.
"There are clearly issues that are
related to employment," said Carol
Knox, a United Auto Workers representative helpin:. the UMass graduate
strikers. "We’ve also said there’s clearly an academic piece of it, and we
won’t bargain over that. The faculty
and deans have control over that."
Many universities rely heavily on
teaching assistants. At the Amherst
campus, they teach about 60 percent
of the introductory classes in writing,
language and mathematics.
"The university can’t run without our
labor, and that’s the compelling argument that we are workers" said Peter
Underdown, another GEO leader.

ACCESS
trom Front Page

PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

Hungerfest/Resource fair -videos and
information on hunger, 10 a.m, in the
Art Quad. Call 298-0204.
}I.R.A.: NBA alumni banquet open to
all students. Keynote speaker Armando
Garcia, 6 p.m. cocktails, 7 p.m. dinner,
8 p.m. program in S1SU Alumni
University Room, call 924-271)7.
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Brown bag
lunch with editorial panel at 12 p.m. in
WLN 131. Call 924-3280.
SCTA: Doris Dillion, resource teacher
at Greystone Elenientary in the San
Jose Unified district. at 12 p.m. in StI
(’till ;79 7826
AI, !WY
MGM I.
111 1 N. kl.-stit

Massachusetts strike poses national
issue of unionizing graduate students
AMHERST, Mass. (AP) -Striking graduate assistants at the
University of Massachusetts say
they’re employees first, students second. Administrators say state law puts
things the other way around.
It’s an issue that students, educatOrs, government officials and sometimes courts are thrashing out in battles around the country. Just last
month, New York state’s Public
Employment Relations Board recognized the union for graduate students
who want to represent teaching assistants in that state’s university system.
The question now lies at the vortex
of a strike launched Thursday by hundreds of graduate teaching and
research assistants at 23,000-student
campus here, the state system’s
largest.
The stnke has forced cancellation
of many classes, soured relations
between students and administrators
and threatened to worsen the school’s
already severe financial problems.
The
Graduate
Employee
Organization has demanded that the
university collect mandatory union
fees from all graduate employees
in effect recognizing the group as a
bona fide union.
The administration says it can’t

.ii.and with him Friday and help him
1.1 [iffy the specific locations in need
attention.
I am./ plans to notify the city in
writing and hopes to have safe sidewalks in the near future.
Similar problems exist on campus,
Tamer said, but since it is state propeD
ty the city can’t do anything about A.
"You know the (reflective yellow)
stripes you see on the stairs in some
buildings’?" Tamer asked.
"That was my doing. It took a year
for them to get to it and then they did a
haphazard job." Tamer said he had to
do a lot of complaining to get the job
done right, so that visually impaired
students could climb stairs more safely.

CHICO, Calif. (AP) A 15 -year
Anny veteran who left front-line service in Israel to teach at Chico State is
embroiled in a last-ditch effort to save
the school’s Reserve Officers Training
Corps program.
"I thought Chico would be a nice
quiet teaching assignment, a good
break after working on a line unit in
Europe and then Desert Storm," said
Maj. Doug Campbell, who teaches
military science. "I had no idea I
would be getting int() this."
Campbell met Thursday with Barry
Munitz, chancellor of the California
State University system saying he felt
optimistic. His cadets are seeking a
referendum to put the issue of keeping
ROTC up for vote in the next student
election.
"The idea is to get a clear statement
from the students, who we believe are
actually for ROTC on campus,"
Campbell said.
Chico’s 4 -year-old ROTC program
is due to be phased out beginning next
semester. The faculty senate, which
disagrees with the Pentagon policy of
banning gays from military service,
has already decided that is time
enough for the 32 cadets enrolled in
ROTC to finish their classes.
Campbell claims ROTC has been
targeted by senate members -who
were oarprotesting in the ’60s and
’70s who have now gained some girth
and a leiw glay hairs and want to
accomplish now what they couldn’t do
then."
Several California State University
campuses want the military to end its
ban on homosexuals, including San
Francisco, Bakersfield, Los Angeles,
Sacramento and Fresno.

"What makes us different is that
our president (Robin Wilson) supports
us," said Randy Wonzong, head of
Chico’s faculty senate. Opposition
phone calls are "most obscene and
usually of the hang-up variety," he
said.
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Some other changes Tamer would
like to see are more wheelchair ramps
and braille markings on classroom
doors.
"(Schulter) says the university
doesn’t have plans to do that. He
doesn’t know if it’s even a legal
requirement .., but even if it’s not
legally required it’s certainly a necessity," Tamer said.
"What we do, I think.
beyond the averago,"

alxwe and
said.
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ISLAM, Christianity

and Today’s Problems
Prophet Muhammed (PBUII) said: I left among you two things if you
hold fast to it, you will not go astray forever,

Guest Speakers
Mohammad Rajab Ally
Hamza Yousuf
Prof. Richard Keady (Dept Religious Studies)
sponsored by Muslim Student Association Syill

Thursday, November 21, 6:30pin
Room 189 Engineering Building
complimentary pizza and refreshments served
For more information call Br. Osama Abukhdair 241-0850 or
Br. Shahab Kazi 985-6964
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Spartan Daryl Scott, left, makes a move against Aitnars hogatikis, right, of the Latvian National team

Latvian National team rebounds
from first half deficit to beat SJSU
Daily staff report
Karlis Muiznieks isn’t a household
name in the United States, and probably
never will be, but the SJSU men’s basketball team can tell you who he is after
Friday night’s game at the Event Center.
Muiznieks scored a game-high 22
points, including 13 in the second half,
and grabbed a team-high six rebounds to
pace the Latvian National basketball
team to a 80-71 victory over the
Spartans.
The Latvian forward hit a game-high
four 3 -pointers, three in the second half,
to lead his team’s comeback from a 3534 deficit. Muiznieks also added four
assists to his all-around game. Igor
Migliknicks added 17 points, including
three 3-pointers, for the Latvian team.
SJSU junior center Robert Dunlap
had a team -high 15 points and eight
rebounds to pace the Spartans’ effort.
Sophomore guard Jason Allen added 14
points. Senior center Daryl Scott and

sophomore forward Andrew Gardiner
contributed seven rebounds each.
The Spartans had four players in double figures scoring, as guards Alphonso
Dc La Nuez, a freshman, and Terry
Cannon. a junior, each had 12 points.
SJSU got off to an early lead against
the Latvian team, taking an 18-10 lead
on sophomore center Mike Brothenon’s
12-foot juniper from the right side with
13:40 left in the first half.
The Spartans built their biggest lead
of die game with 6:14 to go in the first
half, when Dunlap slammed home the
rebound of Allen’s missed shot to give
SJSU a 34-25 lead.
But the Latvian team put together a
9-1 scoring run to close out the half
down by just 35-34.
SJSU maintained a four-point lead
through much of the first part of the second half behind the play of De La Nucz
and Gardiner. De La Nuez hit consecutive 3 -pointers early in the half, and

Barry

Junior outside hitter Mindy Czuleger
returns a shot during the volleyball
team’s victory over UC-Irvine

Gardiner dominated inside the paint,
converting several easy baskets and free
throws for SJSU.
But the Latvian team rallied and took
a 66-65 lead on Gundars Vetra’s 14 -footer with 7:33 to play.
After Muiznieks hit a lay in to up the
Latvian lead to 68-65, SJSU took a timeout. On the subsequent play, Cannon hit
a 3-pointer to tic the game at 68-68.
Dunlap added a free thow for a 69-68
SJSU lead, but the Latvian team took the
lead for good at 71-69 on a Migliknicks
3-pointer.
The Latvian team hit eight of 18 3 point attempts while SJSU hit just five
of nine. In addition, SJSU shot just 44.8
percent from the floor while the Latvian
team hit 53.8 percent.
SJSU is now 0-2 in the early pre-conference season.
In the women’s game, the Latvian
National women’s basketball team
upended SJSU 86-58.

Read the
Daily’s
local
entertainment
section
every
Thursday

PLANNING A TRIP ?

PETE’S STOP TIRE CENTER
Foreign & Domestic Auto Repair

A short walk could save vou lots iq Inoue\
Discount Fares Available with H
1.D.

’Wheel Alignment
’Front End Rebuilding
Shock Absorbers

CompleteBrake Service
’Wheel Balancing
Used & New Tires

299 Keyes St San Jose
RESERVE

OFFICERS’

294-3240

TRAINING

Ain

F

EDUCATAPIAL NCUP

0408) 294-50(‘’

1072 Sara t oga -Sun y vale Road, Suite A-103
(,i08) 252 .1300

TERM PAPERS WITH CLASS
.What was the CIA’s role
In the S&L Crisis?
.What really happened in
Panama?
.Nasa Shuttles Destroy
Ozone?
The Top Ten
Under -reported News
Stories

MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP

You spend hours preparing your term papers
and reports. Show them off with quality copies
and professional binding at Kinko’s.

r-50% C5-ff All Binding

PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER.

TR SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAU.

Call us today to schedule your
FREE DIAGNOSTIC TEST and EVAIA ATION

SAN .JOSE/(:l TPERTINO

CORPS

PROJECT

’00
ARMY ROTC

M AT
M C AT
LSAT
R E

C-MOR TRAVEL

Land -Air-Sea
.;
. \ Imaden .\ve.
’,an lose, Ca. 93113
N,,\t to Greyhound Bus Depot

the Associated Students Progra
Board presents

Army ROT,:’ scholarships pay off twice, with trtoney
towards your education and five weeks of nursing
experience in an Army hospital
Hundreds of nursing students win Amy ROTC
scholarships every year You can, too
Find out mom. Contact Major Mark Backer,
Ream 301, MacQuartile Ball, 924-2925.

photographer

TOTAL TEST PREPARATION
AND ADMISSIONS COUNSELING

1 OcY0STU DENT DISCOUNT
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Thursday. The Spartans plas their last
home match against St. Mary’s
Tuesday night in the Event Center

rders1

One coupon per 1,stomet.
Not valid with an other offer and only at this location
Expires 11/30/91

Tues., Nov. 19, Umunhum
Room, Student Union
this multimedia presentation is FREE
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WORLD EVENTS

DAMASCUS, Syria (AP)
The Syrian
parliament voted unanimously Sunday to
endorse a fourth seven-year term for President
Hafez Assad, who has ruled his nation with
near-absolute power for 21 years.
The vote by the 250-member parliament,
or People’s Council, has to be endorsed in a
public referendum to be held on Dec. 2, as
required by the constitution.
The Syrian leader is expected to be elected
without opposition, as in the previous three
(VMS.

Assad, 61, seized power in a bloodless
coup on Nov. 16, 1970 and assumed presidential powers on March 13, 1971.
His long tenure as president, longer than
most leaders in the volatile Arab world, owes
as much to his craftiness and political skills as
to his single-minded pursuit of power.
He has built up a personality cult matched
;unong current leaders only by Kim 11 Sung in

TOMORROW

North Korea and his arch Arab foe, President
Saddam Hussein of Iraq. Portraits of Assad
are everywhere in Syria. A challenge to his
rule is unthinkable.
The parliamentary vote endorsing a fourth
term for Assad came in response to a request
Saturday by the ruling Baath party leadership.
The request coincides with celebrations
marking the 21st anniversary of A.ssad’s "correctionist movement," which brought him to
power.
Huge demonstrations were planned for
Monday under the slogan "March of the One
Million to emphasize the renewal of loyalty
and homage to their leader.
The marchers will gather in Amawyeen
Square, the biggest in Damascus, and march
to the presidential palace to greet Assad.
A report by a special parliamentary committee read at Sunday’s session said that during his rule, "Assad built a modern Syria
which became the fortress of the Arabs under
his leadership."
The report also said he had faced "the big
challenges and stood firm in the face of
Zionist aggression."5AM-BRFGermanyRacism,0169

RightSALZGITTER, Germany (AP)
wing radicals tried to firebomb a Turkish
wedding reception and then fought with
guests, police said Sunday.
Several people were injured during the
violence Saturday night in this city near
Hanover, police said.
It started when about 25 skinheads shouted
anti -foreigner slogans outside a building
where Turks were holding a wedding reception, said police.
They said one of the extremists tossed a
firebomb and the radicals fled. About two
dozen reception guests chased the rightists,
and the two sides battled for inure than two
hours before police :lopped the fighting.
A Turk was slightly injured by a knife and
others were hurt as well, police said.
The downfall of communism has brought
an influx of refugees from Eastern Europe
and the Third World and a rise in hate groups,
particularly among jobless youths in former
East Germany.
In the last two months, nco-Nazi groups
have been blamed for attacking refugees and
ethnic groups and setting fire to their homes.

0 Government
crackdown chills
U.S.-Kenya
relations
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) Anti -government demonstrators stayed off the streets
Sunday, a day after police arrested opposition
leaders and broke up a banned pro-democracy

TODAY Mostly sunny, high of 64, 20 mph winds.
Morning fog, clearing by afternoon with high of 55.
Kenya has been a single -party state under
the Kenya African National Union since a
constitutional amendment in 1982, and Mot
has vigorously rejected local and Western
pressure to adopt multiparty politics.
He argues that political pluralism would
breed conflict among the East African
nation’s approximately 40 tribes.
Although Moi said last week that multiparty democracy might be possible by 1994 if
change was peaceful and gradual, his government’s actions to block Saturday’s rally
offered little evidence to support his professed
softening of position.

rally in a crackdown likely to worsen relations
with the West.
Kenya long was praised for its stability
and relative posperity in a region rife with
civil wars and economic disasters, but in the
last year the image of the East African nation
has been tarnished.
A one-party state since 1982, Kenya has
been a notable exception to democratic moves
in at least 14 of Africa’s 49 countries over the
past two years. Presdient Daniel arap Moi has
regularly detained government critics and
used force against those challenging his rule.
The opposition coalition, Forum for the
Restoration of Democracy, was formed in
August by prominent citizens and politicians
who accuse Moi’s 13-year-old government of
totalitarian and corrupt rule.
The group tried to hold a pro-democracy
rally Saturday, but security forces used tear
gas, bullets and baton charges to drive thousands of anti -government protestors from the
streets.
The government accused the U.S.
Embassy of being behind the attempted rally
and aiding the opposition movement, drawing
a sharp denial from U.S. Ambassador Smith
Hempstonc and further straining relations
with the United States.
"We’re not going to be in a hurry to do
them any favors:’ Hempstone said. "It’s pretty
outrageous, really."
He called the government’s charges "utter
fabrication."
"We have not organized or abetted opposition in Kenya. We support principles, not
individuals,"
he said.
Even before the latest crackdown,
Scandinavian countries suspended aid following allegations of widespread corruption
among senior government officials. The
United States cut its economic assistance
from 556 million in 1989 to a planned S26
million this year, and this year Congress
banned military aid.
Kenya’s reputation also has been tarnished
by testimony before a judicial commission
suggesting the involvement of two of Moi’s
closest associates in the 1990 slaying of
Foreign Minister Robert Ouko.

NEWS

$5,000,000 MEDICAL/HEALTH
insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California. Rates
as low as $20. per month For
brochure, call:
14081 252-7300.
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
....In cleaned and
charge.
5.\.1
ir and your TEL DI
[mod now! Fur brochure et.
AS
800i.
16 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO
Or ly is min from 51511, we are
offering lower rates for SJSU stu
dents and staff who need working
practice tapes, band/songwriter
demos and 256 track inkficecordint Call for info VITAL SOUNDS
408 274-0909
RAISE $500...51000...81500
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
For your fraternity. sorority, learn or
other campus orgarmat on
Absolutely no InveNtment required.
Act now for the chance to win a
Caribbean cruise & fatious prizes!
Call 1800950-11472. ert 50
REMDABER WHEN ses was safe
and skydivag was dangerous,
Play it sale.
Bay Area Skydiving 510634.7575
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED for
Inner City children / youth
Serve with Citylearn Ministries.
Youth outreach in bible clubs,
tutoring, discipleship
Hours fknible. Bernie Ashby
14081 998-4770

VOLVO 69. Must sell Owner going
to Au....raila New brakes $1000
Call Anne 408 274-3012
PLYMOUTH 87 SUNDANCE Turbo
cruise,
AT.,,r2
71C, cassette,050
d5nt
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats.
4 wheelers, motorhornes, t v f IP,
IRS, DEA Ava.iable your It ) 110.
Call 805 682 75551,’ C .’

COMPUTERS
APOLLO COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Specializieg ’mm IIIM Como It tyleS
Complete systems as low ...IS $435
Apollo can build a Computer to
meet your specific needs! We also
help students upgrade their e..A.ne
computer susteris. We’re ,.-intry to
answer questions Pies.- a rims.,’
140812950569
COMPUTER SALES
386/33MH2 4mog RAM SVGA
monitor 1.2 and 1 44 drive 120
meg hard disk SVGA vicJeo card
w/1meg 230W PS case 101 key
board software 51800
386/16MHZ 2 meg RAM VGA mon.
dor 1.2 and 1 44 drive 4Orneg hard
disk VGA video card w/5128B 200
W PS case 101 keyboard $950 We
guarantee the best price in town
Prices sir’ siato change w/o
notice Cali ri -iist current price.
supp. Call
Lite
i,rn
,
925

FOR SALE

0 Why didn’t the 1941 football team
come home at as scheduled time 9 What was David Duke’s position is
the Ku Klux Klan?
How many points did the stock market descend on Friday?
0 Why were there 140 stuklcias iii
Wednesday’s Associated Student
meeting?
0 What is unusually significant alxiut
this weekend’s football game with
Fresno State?
ANSWERS: Ott was in Pearl Hari i
was attacked. *Grand Wizard. (2
0 They were_protesting the AS’s
pull funding From the Instructionally R
it
el time
Activities fund. 0 It w
will play the Simian.

FAx: 924-3282
924-3277

PHONE:

JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scupper. Applications accepted ME
2.30-5.00. 1235 Oakmead Pkwy,
Sunnyvale, 245-2911 Cormenieney
located off Hwy 101 & Lawrence
Expwy. See you soon!
COMPUTER RETAIL SALES - Want
to have fun, while still maintaining
aour school schedule, & get pad for
!,,J7 Then you will be glad to know
rnar ComputerWare. the original and
est Mac software / hardware
-eseller, has immediate PT sales
ioenings at our Sunnyvale store
Candidates must be highly Mac It
orate Duties include cashiering.
product demos, and customer sup.
port. Cover letter & resume to Per
sonnet. COMputerWare. 2800 W
Rayshore Rd . Pala Alto CA 94103.
LAWN AERATION SALES
510. HOUR,
Guarantee,’
Weekends
rinioe Thumb Lawn Service
2440556
ARE YOU WILUNG TO WORK?
Nalionai Marketing & Training Ca,
looking for quality people to train
Flexible Its for student’s schedule
Call 408 4960141
RAYNET IS CURRENTLY SEEKING
energetic candidates for a corporate communications internship. In
this 20 hr /wk paid position, you
will help write, edit and design the
employee newsletter and support
all areas of employee communica
lions if you are a junior or senior
majoring in Journalism or Communications, contact Erin Stockforcl and
Allison Meaty at (415) 324-6608 or
14151 688 2298 for more inforrna
lion or send your resume to, Raynet
Corporation, 181 Constitution Drive,
Menlo Park, CA 94025

.,g
STOP MUGGERS, RAPIsls
Ito
gin, o their trara, .
and legal. Money back guarantee
CASH FOR COLLEGE. Scholarship Better than tear gas. 178867;1R
Quest has over 300.000 sources of
available college cash. Our personRECEPTIONIST NEEDEDII
alized Financial Planning Report
Stage Lighting Corcepts General
finds the hidden scholarship
office, knowledge of Apple Mac or
DON’T GET A CLERICALMBI
sources for you Call for a free copy
lighting a plus Relatively flexible
of "10 Ways In Stretch Your Schol- WOMEN & men. try VALET ’AIMING
30 hrs per week Contact
F/PT, must drive stick shift,
arship Chances’ 408 7338226
Rachel! Craig - 9880877
Mean DMV. good omen
$6.00/h, plus tips
ARE YOU APPLYING
TEACHER FOR UC. PLAY CENTER.
Call 14151 3974546
TO GRADUATE SCHOOL?
Min 6 (CL units req 2-10 year
The Princeton Review seeks Pre
iids flex hrs Day -Cse-Vveekeno
ADVANCED MARKETING
Law, PreBusiness and other
So San Jose - 281.8E180 or
Full and part tone jobs available
prospective graduate students
Fremont - (4151 792 9997
due to cornparly growth and rapid
interested In taking a FREE LSAT,
GMAT or GRE diagnostic exam Call expansion Flexible hours No ewe
lence needed On the rob training
(408) 2689674 to make your
MODEL SEARCH 91 Cosmopolitan
Cali now and earn big bucks"
reservation Call Today.
International modeling agency seek14081 225-4757
ing M / F for fashion, print and IV
commercial work For free evalua"MR. BLUE GREEN" has current
Cell Tech Products (algae & aci- WANTED beginning Jan 92 Endo
dolpholus etc.) on hand now SPe- care in S I home for 60,0, Infant 3
PPP 55 611 Mc- i.iart, opentog
,-iat money making/saving pian for days/wk Car ree $5 nr 2468072
’
lAtter indissu y
,..
hats groups Get brain
eau, :unity for graduating
5, r ebuilding items from
LIFEGUARDS/SWIM and aqua eser f
marketing maiors, or any
il 211 or write. Plan 196,
case instructors nedeo. The cemrai
graduating senior. Cali
,
I
S I CA 99103 Phone
YMCA 8 loOking for enthusiafic peo
14081 944-0301 for interest In a
pie whO are sapononcel and certi408 492 882 / Free yeast see test
foe time or part time account
fied in Mowing. Contact Total or
,,iis. postton open
Carl at 298-1717’
OPEN BIBLE
Oh, put God to the test and see
REc Pb. oFt CHILD DEWED
GET IN ON THE GROUND FLO0R1
how kind He is.
MAJORS! ss iii world Schools Is
New quick service pasta restau..mt
Honor your father and Mother,
’ea.-ne., and substitutes for
opening in Dec Now interview,* ’
that you may have a lag,
for service counter & kitchen per,,
. ore, riot, di 12 units (CE
good life
orrterraell and 12 schootage
sonnel Call Pasta MIA -73(55782
You must not murder
men ml’ I units 0 k I programs We
N 1st/Trimble 1’ btk from IT Rail
You must not commit adultery
have both full lime and part time
You must not steal
S1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Positions fiesible hours available
You must not Ile
Our centers are open Cam to 6 pre.
Your fraternity, sorority, or other
You must not be greedy
Yperaence preferred but not
campus group can earn betw ttttt
Cha P.O Box 160315
mnqa,mmirar loll 257.7326
$500 $1000 in less than 7dass
Cupertino, CA 95016
You pay absolutely nothing
Call 1-800735 2077 but 3

HELP WANTED

AUTOMOTIVE

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’family Multi car’
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBI IGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

POSTAL JOBS AVAIULBLEI
Marry Positions Great benefits Call
805 682 7555 Est P3310
START $7 - S.00 PEN HOUR
Day Swing- Grave shifts it/Pt
Weekly pay
Security/Reception/High tech
xcellent benefits
Credit union Medical Insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate Interviews
Apply. Elam 5pm, Mon fri
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd Santa Clara
lbetw San Tomas Exp / OlcottI

QUIZ

Five correct news stud. Three
to four reads USA Today.
One to two Where have you
?
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SJSU WEATHER:
@ Right-wing
radicals attack
Turkish wedding
reception

0 Syrian parliament
votes for Assad’s
fourth term

II San lose State University

HOUSING

ROYALE APTS.
I bd /lba starting at $7/5 me
Free battle cable TV Modern alma
ances Walk to SJSU $100 off 1st
months rent 381 F William at 9th
Traci 971 0869 Leave message
ROOMMATE WANTED. Rent
5212 50 2 bed / 2 bath share
room 148£ Williams. Gateway
Apts Contact Hen King 971-4708
2 ROOMS FOR RENT al quiet
home Walking d.stance to light rail
$375 ea Dec 1(40817238075

$119.950.- WHY RENT? 1 bed
room condo, very private, inside
utilities, 2 patios, close to public
transportation and SJSU Agents
Nelli 2687985 Michael 4968189
LIKE NEW 1 BR APTS.
Bright & airy with AEK, OW, AC
Gated parking, intercom, laundry
Two roommates 0,K
Rent 56865850.
Aaao rent monthly parking only
Quiet, nice for staff
1 block from car-opus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER
2 BDRM . 2 BATH APT.
5749 -mcml a Ayer, WOt o. rale
bike to school 780 S 11th street
Laundry facilities, security bldg..
cable IV avail Remodeled, very
clean Call ingr 2884157

TUTOR. MATH, PHYSICS, Electron
les. Hablo Espanol, MSEE, Low
rates. Tel 2805192
LEARN TO FLYI
All levels, private through
commercial Special 1 hour.
introductory flight for $35.00
Call Jim at (408) 723-3146
for details

COMPUTERMATE,
low cost dating service
FREE brochure, PO Bort 612112
Si CA 95161-2112
.800 47111 11 *kgea,Is Wanted’

SERVICES
TL.1 int Mat,

TRAVEL

WORDPROCESSING
CALL LINDA TODAY
for eta0erient e
processing In..
group ni
All formats
Quis.
Transcription
Almaden /
Phone 264450.1

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC! Unwanted
haw reMoved forever Specialist
Confidential ’row own sterile
probe or disposable
Call 247.74116.
335 S Haywood Ave Sall Jose.

.0101 44/ t..,D0r1 for appt

Good spelling and grammar
also help Let tnis
English teacher assist
you in improving your
GP A Foreign stuclem
welcome Call Barmea
at WRITE /I YPE1408) 295-7438
ED LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING
. is s
Riackror.: It v.
- 985 ;81la

WHEN THE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEED’
Papers Typed
Laser Print. Spell Cher.
$1 90 pp and
Evening & weekend
Berryessa/Everg
254-4565

AAAlie ExeFurENcLo r.PiST.

Masters thes.,/P"oiee,
PreParation. Expertise on
APA/Turabian formats & Grad
Office requirements Will Edt
grammar, punctuation, sentence
structure (former Engiisri er or
Word Perfect A HP lase,
Willow Glen area
Call Mrs Woo, 266 9448 air,

WORD PROCESSING
Fnenclly home !yr, .
WOO Norm,. & t

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing. Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work APA &
’Leaden Desktop Punssesg
Graphic Design & Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
vIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
s r- Mall 224 6395
kPERII %a

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENcLD
wordprocessing! Tern, aas.
grOUP PaIlers, reiGtary
letters, theses iase.ovInter
etc All forma.
AIR
Speectreck n
gramma, a
All work
Cali PAM 247 2661 ml

r,p01 t5.

e
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DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
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AD RATES,

MINIMUM

One
Day

3

LINES ON ONE DAY

Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

Five
Days

Address

$500 $600

$700

$800

$900

CayState

4 lines

$600 $700

$800

$900

$1000

5 lines

$700 $800

$900

$1000 $1100

Phone

6 Imes

$800 $900

$10 00511 00 $1200

I

3 fines

Each additional line $1 00
Each additional day $1 00

SEMESTER RATES,

ALL ISSUES

59 lines $70 DO* 10-14 lines $9000
15 191ines $11000

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

.

ADVERTISE
Me Sparta" i
C.:Ci now’

ATTENTION GRADS

TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
nevt t,
toe’:
TYPING WOICDPItL,Cf SSIkm,
51 51,152 00 page
Macintosh laser pro’
Notes, papers, letters.
flyers resumes etc Free editing
Dohrmann Business Center
325S 1st St 1st Fl 2810700

SO% DISCOUNT on all
PERMANENT COSMETICS.
Enhance your natural beauty..
Eye liner Eyebrows Lips Cheeks
Small scars blended
Expires 12-2591
Call Irish at
379.3500
Hair Today Gone Lamm,.
621 F Campbell Ave el ’
Campbell. CA 95008

Word Perfect 5 1 and HP L..
Specialize editirg. e g .
sentence structure, to’-’
APR, Tumbler% MLA) C
your 5 1/4 disk in WP ASCII. Assistance *
phases or thesis. ter resume Crepa i
ESL Studer., A,
WillOW

SANTA CLARA Secretarial Sort

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Fast - Acc..,
- Depenoacie
Ilatnlee la 01 1,4118.8

aos

Camp. Sel

CALL MARSHA 2.4. ta.I 15
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Mexico, Europe U S
Make your Christmas pans na..
Call for inw airfare,

VOICEMAIL $S. PER MONTH No
deposit. installation or deposit
costs Private and secure Simple
house Call 408 4230589 for info

3366osin

TYPING & WORDPROCESSING

FREE TRAVEL A,r calor:ors and
Cruiseships Stotler’ s a’Saa neeCleat
Christmas. Spr,ee red Summer or
Amusement Park employment Cali
805 682.7555 Ed F1661

BARE IT ALLI PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL, Stop shaving-waxing
tweezing, using cnemicals Let
us permanent’’, remove your
orwartocl noir Back. Chest. Lip.
Bikini Chin tummy. etc Students
& ?muds 15% discount 1st appt.
1/2 prce It Made before Detente,/
25th Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E Campbell Ave 017,
Campbell Call 408 379-3500
Gwen Trish or Marlice,
Ree.stered E Metrologists

L41 50.1 Her .
629-9955. No questions asked.

papers our spec,al.y
Free spell check/storage
Low-cost editing and graphics
Resumes and otner
services available
Masterson’s Word Processing
Ca-’ Pa, or Virgo a 251 040..i
LETTERS, RESUMES. FLYERS

.

CUSTOM MADE RESUMES
All formats available
Cal David -629 1488

REWARD FOR RETURN OF BOOK

QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, res.rmes. et ter% reports All formats Steno
sevice Pick up and delivery for
large robs 20 years
experience. MA in Ergass
Cali Margaret
8 arn to 8 Pm. at 251 6 775
EXPERIENCED & AFFORDABLE!

FREE COLOR ANALYSIS and make
syrs Pros, ,,aisai Image Consultant Quality products at 40%-75%
less than retail Tracy - 947-1537.

LOST & FOUND

ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE,
monthN publication serving
entrepreneurs with ads & artioles
Sample copy 52 , year $12
PO Box 7010, Van Nuys, CA
914047010

WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
supec’s Pape, try,
development assstarce
w ter,
Quarr

REPOSSESSED 8 IRS Foreclosed
norms availaole at below market
value Farrast.c savings. Yckr rep,
5Y.1
.* n’oPerbes Cad
--"
v. H-1513

STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS
2 bdrm / 2 bath start $765 Free
basic cable TV, Security Gates.
Itemooelecl Roomy and clean
508S 11th St Call
Dan 295 5256 or
Stowe 729-0290. Leave message

PERSONAL

CAREERPRO RESUMES-9955758
1625 The Alameda 12 miles SJS)
-Advertise to Major EmployersStudent Discounts - Nationverie

Please check
your classification:
_ Announcements
._Aulomothre
Computers

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 11):
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
a .a -r, tro ,Y y ocaltel nside Wahiqusl Library North 102 S Deadline Two
aar. Nap, p,aviCatl011 Consecutive publications dales Only
No relundll
on cancelled ads

_

For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
Housing

_

Lost and Found
Personal
_Services
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Stereo
Travel
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SJSU loses 11-point lead, ties Hawaii
By Amu. Diniquet
Daily gait v. nun
In a hard-fought battle that ended in
a draw, the Spartans tied the
University of Hawaii 35-35 at Spartan
Stadium Saturday.
SJSU met the Rainbows in their
last home game and fourth non -conference game of the season in front of
20,289 fans. The Spartans arc 0-3-1 in
non-conference play .
Starting quarterback Matt Veatch
left the game early in the first quarter
after being sacked by Hawaii and suffered a sprained ankle. Veatch was 1 for-3 and threw one interception
before sustaining his injury on the
Spartans’ second drive of the game.
Backup quarterback Jeff Garcia
replaced Veatch in the line-up for the
Spartans. Garcia is coming off two
impressive performances against
UNLV and Fullerton.
Garcia broke a Spartan record of
five nishing touchdowns on the season
that has stood since 1984 when Bob
Frasco was quarterback for SJSU.
Garcia completed 21 of 28 passes for
392 yards against Hawaii and threw
two touchdowns. He also rushed for
two additional touchdowns raising his
season total to five.
"It was an exciting game. We
played extremely well against a good
opponent," Garcia said after the game.
Garcia has proven that he can start for
the Spartans and be effective.
"I’d like to start. I’ve shown that I
can lead the team and do whatever it
takes to win," Garcia said.
"We didn’t click when we needed
to. We just didn’t fulfill the win."

la added.
The game Saturday came down to
the final seconds when a bobbled snap
forced the Spartans into a tie. Kicker
Joe Nedney attempted to recover the
snap but was tackled by Hawaii as the
clock ran out.
Nedney’s kick would have been a
48-yard attempt to win the game for the
Spartans. The last time Nedney made a
field goal was Oct. 19 against UOP.
The Spartans failed to convert on
three field goal attempts in the game
which would have given them the victory.
"The kicking game did not make
plays when we had to," head coach
Terry Shea said.
The Rainbows fielded an explosive
offense that utilized a variety of draw,
misdirection and option plays that initially threw off the Spartans’ defense.
They displayed outstanding bursts
of speed throughout the game that
their offense is known for.
Hawaii’s defense also racked up
seven sacks against SJSU and repeatedly blitzed the Spartans.
"We played well. We should of
won," safety Hcshimu Colar said. "We
had the game won. Penalties and special teams play hurt us a lot," he said.
Although the offensive line of
SJSU played a good game, Hawaii
came out with a blitzing defense from
the beginning of the game that eventually began to wear the Spartans down,
allowing seven sacks.
"I’m really proud of the team. We
battled and should of won it," Shea
said after the game.
Shea intends to address weaknesses
such as special teams play and penal-

ties this week before the Spartans meet
Fresno State Saturday.
Cornerback Freddie Smith had an
interception in the closing seconds of
the second quarter which saved the
Spartans from a scoring drive by
Hawaii going into halftime.
With 6:38 to play, SJSU led the
Rainbows 35-24 but allowed them to
rebound. Their lead was cut by
Hawaii’s quarterback Michael Carter
leaping into the Spartans’ endzone and
followed by successful a two-point
conversion which further diminished
the Spartans lead.
Hawaii tied SJSU on a kick by
Hawaii’s Jason Elam late in the fourth
quarter.
"I thought if I don’t make this, I
better take my own cab back to the airport," Elam said.
"We needed to make championship
type plays. We had some, but at critical times, we didn’t get the job done."
Shea said.
Tailback Mace() Barbosa
outstanding afternoon with 23 can re
for 135 yards. He also displayed lastminute heroics with 16 seconds left in
the game by breaking two tackles and
gaining 26 yards to Hawaii’s 31 -yard
line. The field goal unit was then sent
onto the field with five seconds left.
"I knew I needed 30 yards so I just
gave it my all and got away from a
few tackles." Barbosa said. "You have
to take the bitter with the sweet."
For the Spartan:, a win Saturday
would have given them the respect
they want, but the tie didn’t impact
their goal of securing a bid in the
Raisin Bowl. &1St 11 wets Fresno State
at Fresin Saturaa:.ii

I lids .1.1,1 ph,* ’I.;

Spartans Simon Vaoifi, left, and I leshi mu Colar, right, Like (10 ii hI,ro iii s S\ Itcr Santiago

Garcia gives SJSU shot at victory over Hawaii
JIM
JOHNSON
DAILY SPORTS
EDITOR

Ciarcia was ready. Maybe
not as ready as he was last
Jeff
week, or the week before, but
he was ready. When SJSU
starting quarterback Matt
Veatch went down against Hawaii
on Saturday with yet another injury,
Garcia replaced him on the field and
was just short of brilliant.
The sophomore quarterback had
started the Spartans’ two previous
games while Veatch recovered from
an injury. This time, Garcia came off
the bench and ran for two

touchdowns and passed for two
more, leading SJSU to a 35-24 lead
over the Rainbows with 6:38 to play.
A Cinderella story, right’?
Wrong.
Hawaii burst Garcia’s, and the
Spartans’, bubble by rallying for 11
points in the final 4:11 to tie the
game 35-35.
Even worse, Garcia was unable to
handle the snap from center on the
last play of the game, a 48 -yard field
goal try by erstwhile SJSU kicker
Joe Nedney, which would have won
it for the Spartans.
"We were on the right hashmark
and the line was offset," Garcia said.
"The snap was wide and I could
only get one hand on it. I couldn’t
pull it down.
As Garcia reflected on the game
and its final ,c, onds, all he could
think about i .1, hat more he could

have done to win the game.
"We played too hard not to
deserve to win," Garcia said. "It was
important for us to win this game.
We played well enough to win but
we just didn’t. I feel like I could
have done more."
fact is, SJSU would
The
probably not have even been
in position to win without
Garcia’s effort. Veatch just
didn’t have the mobility to avoid the
lightning-quick Hawaii defensive
rush. In fact, it was on one of those
swift rushes that Veatch had his right
ankle cruelly twisted under him and
he had to limp off the field.
Garcia came on, ready or not.
"I wasn’t as crisp in the first half
(as when he started)" Garcia said.
"Not starting took ,orne of ilic
emotion out of we. itia Coach

(Shea) told me to be ready so I made
sure I was ready."
And he excelled. Garcia
displayed his deep-throwing ability
by passing for 392 yards and
showed poise and mobility with his
running. But even Garcia had his
problems with the Hawaii rush. He
was sacked six times.
"They got to me a few times,"
Garcia said. "But the offensive line
was doing a great job. When I was
able to get the ball off, big things
were happening. We were moving
the hall:
SJSU didn’t move the ball

teams accepted shortly after bids officially were extended at 10 a.m., HST.
Stanford clinched a bid with a 4914 win over Washington State
Saturday. Georgia Tech beat Wake
Forest 27-310 seal a berth.
Each school will receive at least
$650,000.
Aloha Bowl officials had sought
Georgia Tech most of the season.
Stanford began to garner attention
after wins over Colorado, Southern
Cal and UCLA.
Klompus said the win over the
Bruins was especially important.
"Stanford’s win over UCLA was
significant," said Klompus. "Plus
Stanford was ranked at the time and
UCLA was MA, NO we set our sights
on Stanton’ W. .ilways want a ranked
team."

After Saturday"s win, Stanford
coach Denny Green seemed to be
looking forward to a trip to Hawaii.
"We’ve already played one defending champion (Colorado)," he said.
"We look forward to playing another
one."
Stanford Athletic Director Dr. Ted
Leland said Saturday there was no
doubt where the players wanted to go.
"The kids are so excited," he said.
"If we changed our minds now, there
would be a riot on the plane."

Acne & Scar Treatment
for Men and Women
Fast Results
Affordable
No Drugs

La Rose Skin Care
Treatment
Cupertino Medical &
Professional Center
10311 S. De Anza Blvd. suite #4
Cupertino 257-5481
FREE Consultation wi this ad.

Altrans

Your alternative transportation solution
liouied by Me StVil (Wife of Traffic and Parking

"

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
$1.00 Miller draft all night
el
ie,

IIAPPY HOUR 5 to 9

Tues., Nov. 19, 7:30pm,
SJSU Music, Concert Hall

Order your college ring NOW.

$8 general, $5 students/seniors,

JOSTENS

*it

With over 15 bus lines stopping within a 5 minute walk to
campus, there is a good chance that you could get to school
without the hassles of driving. We can show you the Way.
Why not give it a try’?
To get started call 924-5467, or visit us in WSQ 115.
You’ll be glad you did.

PRESENTS

and
Music

YOU ’TRIED
AlTrans?

HEARTTHROB

It
you

ISN’T IT TIME

n

Associated Students Program Bo aid presen
sisus Own Award Winning Ensemble

to oak

we needed."
Regardless of the outcome,
Garcia got the Spartans into position
to win the game where Veatch may
not have. Garcia is the Spartans’
hest hope for a victory over Fresno
State and a second consecutive trip
to the California Raisin Bowl,

IMPROVE YOUR IMAGE

Stanford Cardinal says Aloha
HONOLULU (AP) It’s the red
arid white of Stanford against the
black and yellow of Georgia Tech in
the Aloha Bowl after the schools
agreed Sunday to play in the
Christmas Day bowl game.
For the No. 21 Cardinal (7-3) it’s
their first bowl appearance since a 2821 loss to Clemson in the 1986 Gator
Bowl.
For unranked Georgia Tech (7-4),
it’s a far cry from last year’s 45-21
Citrus Bowl win over Nebraska that
capped off an 11-0-1 season for the
Yellow Jackets, but a chance to play
for the first time in Hawaii.
The Yellow Jackets finished No. 2
in the final Associated Press poll last
season, behind Colorado.
Aloha Bowl executive vice president Leonard Klompus said both

err t sigh in the first half as Garcia got
his legs under him, and trailed 17-7
going to the lockerroom.
The second half was a different
story.
"In the second half, we came out
and moved right down the field,"
Garcia said. "We were scoring. We
just conIdn’t gel that nine point that

Date; NOV.18 -22 Time.

Call (408)924-6261 for more info
funded by the Associated Students

mace

10AM - 4PM

DOOKST()R Fr, LOBBY

Meet with pin men. ,v

Mr

Lary buffet.
$1.50 well & wine
I,ive music &
dancing

AND DON’T FOTt( ;
College Night Thursdays

Deposit Required $20.00

MC -via is

Inr lull Mails WM. mmplet ring ’Horton no dnnpUv fl Nv7u-r,oliew 1to.re
SO M., OS VA,

$2 00 :12oz personal pitcher of liver
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276 9712

